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Are you ready for 2021?  
Time is ticking and although 2021 might feel a long way down the 

road, in less than 18 months’ time the first drafts of the 2021 Long Term 
Plans will be expected to be nearing completion. Will yours be ready?

GETTING IT RIGHT
We understand it can be a challenge to communicate and justify  

the necessary funding you need in your 2021 Long-Term Plan.

You need to clearly demonstrate you have assessed all the facts pertaining to 
your asset network and have a plan for spending the right amount of money at the 
right time, in the right place, and for the right reasons. What helps your business case is 
having solid, reliable, accurate modelling outcomes and evidence-based reports which 

will give you the confidence to make the right decisions.



* FWP Renewals Forward Work Plan
* LTP Long Term Plan
* BC AMP Business Case Activity Management Plan
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2021 TIMELINE – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
We have outlined some important dates you need to know to get your plan in on time as well as some tips 
on how we can help along the way.

HOW WE CAN HELP
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* FWP Renewals Forward Work Plan  |  * LTP Long Term Plan  |  * BC AMP Business Case Activity Management Plan

• Provide you with quality and reliable scoping of 
the work you need to undertake

• Assist you in improving and qualifying your base 
data – regardless of its current condition

• Help you ask the right questions before you 
start your analysis so you get the answers and 

outcomes you need for your plan

• Draw modelling focus to your local network’s 
specific issues or challenges 

• Deliver reliable recommendations and outcomes 
to answer strategic questions enabling you to 
make effective decisions. 

We’ll help you to evaluate your asset network data and translate your technical modelling outcomes into 
quantifiable, digestible information so your team are fully informed as you prepare your investment plan.

You can test different investment scenarios and the effect of those decisions on the condition of your 
assets so you can get the balance right for your Long-Term Plan and community.



“Our council expected us to find some savings, and the modelling tool gave us the 
confidence to be able to reduce our reseals and rehabilitations by about 30%. Good data 
means good results. IDS helped us with our data quality which was important for our 
modelling outcomes and informing our long-term planning.” 
Transportation Manager, Jamie McPherson, Tasman District Council

LATEST AND UPCOMING ASSET MODELLING PRODUCTS

IDS dashboard for pavement and water modelling via dTIMS software and other 
external data sources ( Available in May 2019 )

These innovative online dashboards helps communicate your investment story in an 
executive format. The reporting brings the powerful modelling outcomes and forecasts 
into perspective. Through this interface, anyone from Council regardless of their position 
can access the reports which are presented in a graphical and understandable format.

Resource Optimisation for Unsealed Roads ( Available in May 2019 )

Often there’s little evidence to substantiate investment into unsealed roads, yet 
it’s an important part of the New Zealand Road Network and managing ratepayer 
expectations of their maintenance is paramount. Our Unsealed Road Model has been 
developed to optimise your blading and gravel replacement programme and provide 
evidence for your business asset management plan in unsealed roads.

3Waters ( Available now for testing and customisation )

Our tried and tested 3Waters pipeline network renewal and replacement models include: 
Potable Water and newly developed wastewater and stormwater models. Water model 
analyses assist authorities to understand their future investment needs for pipe inspections, 
renewals and replacements based on a risk and condition approach.

Footpath model via dTIMS ( Available in July 2019 )

Many authorities are now starting to collect detailed footpath condition data. The IDS 
footpath models can store this data and apply fairly simple algorithms to assist in the 
planning forward works and investment needs for this important council asset.
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WE’VE PARTNERED UP TO OFFER EVEN MORE
Taking a collective and collaborative approach with strategic partners benefits not only our IDS members, 
but the industry as a whole and helps continue to establish best practice in New Zealand. 

We have partnered with EquiP to provide 
another layer of services and support for senior 
management and councillors. Together we will 
help them create compelling business cases which 
provide investor confidence.

Our joint offering will assist bridging the gap 
with improved engagement & understanding 
between Governance, management & asset 
managers/engineers.

We have teamed up with Harmonic Analytics and 
are working with them in the infrastructure sector. 

Harmonic brings advanced analytics on 
board which is combined with IDS strategic 
investment analytics to provide customers 
an even better understanding of their 
infrastructure and investment needs.

BOOK NOW
Our modelling slots fill up quickly -  
don’t miss out, book now.

Call Riaan Theron, IDS Bureau Services Manager

E: riaan@ids.org.nz

DDI: +64 7 577 4056

M: +64 21 274 4755

For more information visit www.ids.org.nz

SERVICE AND SOLUTIONS TO SUIT
You can engage with us in a manner that best 
suits your requirements through our range of 
tailored services and solutions. You don’t need 
to be an expert in the dTIMS modelling software 
- our IDS Bureau team can manage this for you.

Our IDS modelling services are available 
to every Local Council in New Zealand, 
regardless of size or resources, to model your 
infrastructure assets.




